Limitations of presynaptic theory: no support for feedback control of autonomic effectors.
Only limited evidence, much of it repetitious, has supported the hypothesis that transmitter release is regulated by negative and positive feedback. It is shown here that the theory fails to satisfactorily predict the outcome of experimental tests that examine transmitter efflux critically, over an array of test conditions in several effector organs. Experimentally established inadequacies relate to: the observed effects of agonists and antagonists on stimulation-induced efflux; presynaptic site specificity; per pulse output of transmitter in the absence and presence of drugs; single-pulse stimulation; synaptic dimensions and efflux; lack of coincidence between enhancement of efflux and blockade of amine-induced inhibition and between effector response size and efflux alterations. Theoretical considerations about negative and positive feedback that render their routine operation unlikely are also discussed. It is concluded that, despite repeated observations that norepinephrine and some antagonists exert presynaptic actions to decrease and enhance transmitter output, the unitary hypothesis that assigns these effects to interactions with functional autoinhibitory and excitatory systems mediated by alpha- and beta-adrenergic receptors is probably not correct.